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5.1.1.3 Generation of re-synchronisation token in the USIM

Upon the assertion of a synchronisation failure, the USIM generates a re-synchronisation token as follows:

a) The USIM computes MAC-S = f1*K(SQNMS || RAND || AMF*), whereby AMF* is a default value for AMF
used in re-synchronisation.

b) If SQNMS is to be concealed with an anonymity key AK, the USIM computes AK = f5K(MAC-S || 0…0),
whereby MAC-S forms the 12 8 most significant octets and 32 64 zeros form the 84 least significant octets of the
required 16 octet input parameter, and the concealed counter value is then computed as SQNMS ⊕  AK.

c) The re-synchronisation token is constructed as AUTS = SQNMS [⊕  AK] || MAC-S.
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xorf1* f5

AK SQNMS ⊕  AK

RAND

AUTS = SQNMS [⊕  AK] || MAC-S

Figure 3: Generation of re-synchronisation token in the USIM

5.1.1.4 Re-synchronisation in the HLR/AuC

Upon receipt of an indication of synchronisation failure and a (AUTS, RAND) pair, the HLR/AuC may perform the
following cryptographic functions:
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Figure 4: Re-synchronisation in the HLR/AuC

a) If SQNMS is concealed with an anonymity key AK, the HLR/AuC computes AK = f5K(MAC-S || 0…0), whereby
MAC-S forms the 12 8 most significant octets and 32 64 zeros form the 84 least significant octets of the required
16 octet input parameter and retrieves the unconcealed counter value as SQNMS = (SQNMS ⊕  AK) xor AK.

b) If SQN generated from SQNHE would not be acceptable, then the HLR/AuC computes XMAC-S = f1*K(SQNMS

|| RAND || AMF*), whereby AMF* is a default value for AMF used in re-synchronisation.
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5.1.7.8 RES (or XRES)

RES: the user response

RES[0], RES[1], …, RES[31 ... 127n-1]

The maximum length n of RES and XRES is at most 128 bits and the minimum is at least 32 bits. RES and XRES
constitute to entity authentication of the user to the network.


